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Background

Develop peer to peer learning and knowledge exchange opportunities both nationally and internationally.
Provide a digital platform for; networking, peer to peer learning, learning materials, case studies and events.
Build understanding and knowledge base on rural social enterprise and the unique characteristics that
allow rural areas to develop enterprising solutions to the challenges they face.
Bring this learning and collective voice to inform the wider policy agenda and support mechanisms.

Recognising the opportunity to learn from the rural experience, the Scottish Government provided support to
Inspiralba to establish the Rural Social Enterprise Hub in summer 2019, with the objectives being to:

Over the past 14 months we have worked with stakeholders and partners to develop this work and this paper
provides a summary of progress to date, learning, insights, findings and further potential. 

The impact of Covid has seen many rural social enterprises playing an important role in resilience activities
across our communities. During the period from March 2020 the Rural Social Enterprise Hub has stepped up
activity to engage digitally, adjusting plans to facilitate collaboration and peer learning, and refocusing on
priority areas of work.

Supporting Connections

Building the Network 

Facilitating learning exchanges on priority themes  (2
physical and 3 virtual).
Raising the profile. Presenting at conferences and
events -  CEIS, Senscot, North of Scotland TSI, SEWF,
Scottish Rural Research.
Writing for Scotland’s Centre for Regional Inclusive
Growth Guest Blog.
Establishing Rural SE Research Group

-  Engagement with network organisations across Rural
Scotland to cascade information regarding Rural SE Hub
and gather feedback on buy in. 
-  Meetings with SEN/TSI contacts in Dumfries and
Galloway, Borders, Highland, Argyll and Bute, and North
Ayrshire, as well as presentations at Angus and Argyll
and Bute SEN sessions.
-  Ongoing online Rural SEN meetings in conjunction
with Social Enterprise Network Scotland attracting
participants from all over rural Scotland. 

Supporting Connections

An important aspect of the work has been supporting connections for social enterprise across rural Scotland: 

Total head count for engagement with the Hub
to date is around 627 people (36 events).



Directory and interactive map
Latest news and events calendar
Policy overview and links
Open access research and reports
Case studies
ViSEnet learning resources

Initial work was undertaken to review existing platforms with support from Abertay University for digital
networking, peer to peer engagement, and information sharing.  This informed the development of web based
networking and information space for rural social enterprise and a focal point for research and development
activity.  

The digital hub, www.ruralsehub.net launched in March 2020 with ongoing refinement based on feedback. Key
features include:

Analytics show that there have been 770 engagements and a total of 3,735 page views, with an average of 3
min 08 sec on a page.  The site is open access so registration is not obligatory, however there are 67 individual
members from 40 different organisations registered on the Directory.

The current pandemic has seen the majority of meetings and engagement from a broad range of partners
move online.  This has led to a fundamental shift in access for rural social enterprises which will be important to
sustain as restrictions lift.

Community Involvement
Partnerships and Networking
Social Enterprise Solutions
Social Impact

ViSENet rural social enterprise learning resources produced in conjunction with European partners, include a
range of examples and case studies from rural Scotland.  All materials available open access and hosted on
www.ruralsehub.net, covering themes of:

Feedback from partners including Scottish Community Alliance and DTAS has highlighted the value of these
learning materials, and the difference in focus which meets needs identified in terms of community-led and
rural social enterprise.

Digital Platform

Learning Resources

https://www.ruralsehub.net/
https://www.ruralsehub.net/


Scottish Graduate School for Social Sciences supporting an Innovation Internship (PhD student started in
October 2020).
Engagement with Glasgow Caledonian University re. potential collaborative PhD to identify Rural Social
Enterprise Model.
Initial research into materials on collaborative leadership and its role in rural social enterprise.
Rural SE Research Focus Group formed to develop and support future participatory rural social enterprise
research agenda. 

Initial assessment of rural social enterprise research literature to establish links and gaps, with paper produced
on themes and issues (published on the Hub).  Ongoing engagement with research partners:

Through engagement and research activity over the past year we have confirmed the role of rural social
enterprises to resilience and sustainability of communities, which has been particularly apparent in responses
to Covid19.  

The Rural SE Hub has assisted in raising the profile of rural social enterprise across a number of policy areas. 
 Connections and infrastructure are now in place and there is a willingness and appetite for further
engagement providing the opportunity to build on this work.  

We have gained a deeper understanding of some of the key characteristics of rural social enterprise,
recognising that while every community and organisation is unique, there are several common themes
emerging across rural social enterprises, shown below.

Research Focus

Insights and Further Potential

Small, locally based, supported, connected,
proud 

Financially lean yet impact rich

Well established and innovative

Acquiring and managing assets for
community benefit

Often responding to market failure 

Often not considered successful in terms of
traditional value base on turnover, growth,
scale

Financially fragile, yet resilient

Deeply rooted in and supported by the
communities they serve

There is now an opportunity to drill down with further engagement and focused research, to gain further clarity
on these key themes and inform wider policy, recognising that alternative approaches will be required now
more than ever for our communities across Scotland, both rural and urban.



Building engagement - broaden and extend reach, networks, engagement and geographic spread.

Accelerating knowledge exchange, trailing new approaches and building on success to date.

Continue to improve digital offering.

Pilot learning resources more widely (including youth engagement)

Focus research on key themes (model identified, further work to drill down further on themes).

Build further collaborations and partnerships to share key themes and learning from the work to achieve
greater impact and influence policy.

Develop proposals and a strategy for the long term sustainability of the Hub. 

Engagement with stakeholders in March 2019 identified a shared awareness of the potential to learn from
rural social enterprise.  With a modest amount of resource, the development of the Rural Social Enterprise
Hub has created the opportunity to facilitate networking, peer to peer learning and build the profile of rural
social enterprise, with research and knowledge exchange enabling us to start to harness the learning from
this collective experience.

Activity over the past 14 months has highlighted the appetite for, and benefit from this approach, with
developments and momentum building, despite a very challenging context.  

The insights and learning we have drawn to date reinforce that alternative approaches from the rural
context have much to offer in terms of resilience, localism, community wealthbuilding and wellbeing, which
are now more important than ever given the significant challenges our communities and economies face. 
 We now have the opportunity to build on the foundations laid to date, to realise the full potential of this
work.

Key Priorities for Next Phase

Conclusion

www.ruralsehub.net

https://www.ruralsehub.net/

